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1 Introduction 

This report presents the work performed by GRS as part of the European project 

DOPAS (Full scale Demonstration of Plugs and Seals) under WP 3 task 2 and WP 5 

task 1 on “Design and technical construction feasibility of the plugs and seals” and 

“Performance assessment of plugs and seals systems”. The work is related to the re-

search and development on plugging and sealing for repositories in salt and is of fun-

damental importance for the salt option which represents one of the three European 

repository options in addition to the clay and the crystalline options.  

In the German concept for the final disposal of radioactive and hazardous wastes in 

salt formations salt concrete and sorel concrete are proposed as technical barriers 

(shaft and drift seals). Due to the specific boundary conditions in salt host rock for-

mations these materials contain crushed salt instead of sand or gravel. The long history 

of sealings based on these materials is founded on the durability and persistency under 

environmental conditions. They have chemical and physical retention potential for nu-

clear waste and are tolerant against many solutions and materials.  

In contact to high saline solutions salt concrete and sorel concrete may be subject to 

degradation. Therefore the safety assessment of the repository system implies detailed 

knowledge of their geochemical behaviour in the salt environment. In case of solution 

intrusion into the repository, the sealing elements made of salt concrete may be affect-

ed by significant changes regarding their mineralogy, their chemical composition as 

well as their hydraulic and mechanical properties. The changes are due to dissolution 

and precipitation reactions, inducing changes in solution composition and pH value. 

 

Remark: 
The report at hand is the final technical report issued after 42 months of the DOPAS 

project. This report supersedes the interim version (D3.28) issued after 24 months of 

the DOPAS project. 
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2 Description of the state of the art of experimental data of 
concrete based sealing and backfilling materials (LAVA) 

Barrier materials are primarily intended to minimize solvent flow towards a location 

where hazardous substances are disposed. As a secondary effect, such materials can 

also act as sorptive sink for solute contaminants, thereby further minimizing any harm-

ful effects of contaminants in the biosphere.  

Barrier materials commonly investigated are frequently referred to as “cement” or “ce-

ment based”. This denotation tends to obscure the fact, that these materials are chemi-

cally very different. Within the context of sealing boreholes or drifts in salt rock for-

mations the following – rough – classification is appropriate: 

• “Salt concrete”: usually a mixture of Portland cement and Halite (NaCl), made up 

with saturated NaCl-solution, most stabile with aqueous solution whose composi-

tion is dominated by NaCl; 

• “Sorel concrete”: usually a mixture of MgO and rock salt (dominated by Halite), 

made up with saturated MgCl2-solution, most stable with aqueous solutions whose 

composition is dominated by MgCl2.  

Corrosion processes in these materials are divided phenomenologically into leaching 

and swelling mechanisms. In leaching processes single solid phases will be dissolved 

leading to an increase of porosity and permeability. Swelling occurs if phases precipi-

tate that have a higher volume than the starting phase assemblage. An overview of the 

corrosion processes is given in /BIC 68/, /HEW 98/, /SKA 02/.  

In case of a salt environment highly saline solutions can be expected. In contact to 

these solutions (NaCl-rich and/or Mg-rich) degradation processes by combined mag-

nesium and sulphate attack have to be taken into account. Therefore solutions with 

high Mg-, SO4- and Cl-contents are considered to be most aggressive for Ca-based 

cements /Bon 92/, /HAS 03/. Conversely, solutions with a high NaCl-content are con-

sidered to be most aggressive for Mg-based cements (“Sorel concrete”). Thus, for the 

present project, the primary issue is the reactivity of Sorel concrete with NaCl-

dominated solutions. 

The chemical corrosion is due to several processes: 
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• Mg corrosion – Dissolution of the network of CSH phases and formation of MSH 

gels. The CSH phases react with Mg and sulfate from the solution and precipi-

tate gypsum, brucite and silica gel. In the second step brucite and silica gel 

form MSH phases and water. 

• Gypsum corrosion - Dissolution of Ca(OH)2 and CSH phases in the concrete 

matrix and precipitation of gypsum (CaSO42H2O).  

• Cl corrosion – The mineral Friedel’s salt (3 CaO·Al2O3·CaCl2·10 H2O) is built if 

Cl-rich solutions react with calcium aluminate phases.  

Chlorides are bound in cement based materials mainly through the formation of 

Friedel’s Salt (C3A·CaCl2·10H2O) and also to a limited extent in hydrate phases with 

iron instead of aluminum. Friedel’s salt is in equilibrium with the concentration of dis-

solved chloride in the pore solution, i.e. changing chloride concentrations in the pore 

fluid also lead to altered amounts of Friedel’s salt /GRA 96/. The formation of Friedel’s 

salt is associated with an increase in volume of the solid phase, which can lead to the 

destruction of the pore structure of the construction material ("impulsive attack"). For 

concrete itself the supply of chlorides is relatively innocuous, as long as not due to 

evaporation crystallization processes with corresponding pressures occur. In salt con-

crete already appropriate amounts of Friedel’s salt have been precipitated during the 

hardening process of the uncorroded material so that at a later access of chloride con-

taining solution, no harmful volume increase by the formation of Friedel’s salt takes 

place. Friedel’s salt is one of the most stable chlorine containing phases in concretes. 

In Fig. 2-1 hexagonal plates of Friedel’s salt are depicted. Additionally, CSH phases 

are covered with NaCl which slightly decrease the corrosion process due to aggressive 

agents. 

The chemical attack of sulfate on cement based materials depends on the attacking 

sulfate solution and the cement itself. The attack will result in an expansive reaction, a 

softening of the material, or a combination of these two reactions. Gypsum has a 

17.7 % times higher molar volume than Ca(OH)2 and destroys therefore the concrete. 

Penetration of sulfate ions can form at high pH values ettringite, which occurs in the 

form of needle-like crystals /HEW 98/. The formation of ettringite leads to the formation 

of cracks in the concrete. Prerequisite is a prior weakening of the concrete matrix by 

destruction of the CSH structure; the ettringite formation as well as the formation of 

gypsum is symptom rather than the cause of resistance destruction /MEH 00/. In the 
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presence of high concentrations of chlorides or carbonates no ettringite formation is 

found. The same was observed for high concentrations of magnesium in solution (> 

0.062 mol/l), due to the pH decrease to values of about pH 8-9 by brucite formation; 

below pH 11.6 to 10.6 ettringite decomposes into gypsum /MEH 00/.  

   

 
Fig. 2-1 CSH-phases in salt concrete covered by halite; Friedel’s salt (hexagonal 

plates) /MET 03a/ 

Magnesium has a potential to corrode cement based materials because magnesium 

salts are weaker dissociated in aqueous solution than calcium salts. Dissolved magne-

sium has a higher tendency to hydrolysis than calcium. Therefore magnesium-

containing solutions have a slightly acidic character:  

 

 Mg2+(aq) + 2 H2O ⇄ Mg(OH)2 + 2 H+  

 Mg2+(aq) + H2O ⇄  MgOH+ + H+  

 

The pore water of fresh Portland cement has a high pH of about 13 caused by a disso-

lution of portlandite Ca(OH)2. During the attack of magnesium-containing solutions on 

salt concrete, the structure-forming calcium hydroxide is first (if any) dissolved. While 

magnesium precipitates as brucite (magnesium hydroxide).  

 Mg2+ + Ca(OH)2 (s) = Mg(OH)2 (s) + Ca2+   

When portlandite is consumed in the cement body and no longer available as a buffer, 

the pH decreases to below pH 9 in the cement. At this pH, the CSH phases are no 

longer stable and decompose into silica and dissolved calcium /MEH 00/. This also ap-
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plies to the CSH phases in blast furnace cements. Although there is no free portlandite 

existing and the pH of the pore water is much lower, the attack of magnesium leads in 

the same way to the dissolution of CSH phases.  

The precipitation of brucite due to the alkaline conditions in the concrete pores is re-

sponsible for the partial clogging of these pores resulting in a slowing down of the cor-

rosion process. In a later stage of the corrosion progress magnesium silicate hydrates 

(MSH) i.e. serpentine, talc or kerolite precipitate. In contrast to CSH phases, the MSH 

phases develop no strength which will result in a softening of the material. Sulfate also 

present in solution reacts with the released calcium to gypsum or anhydrite. In sum-

mary, the strength-forming CSH phases in the cement are destroyed by the calcium to 

magnesium "replacement".  

About the rate of the formation of magnesium silicates from magnesium hydroxide and 

free silica or calcium silicates only very limited data are available. /TEM 98/ observed 

the formation of magnesium silicate from magnesium hydroxide and silica by grinding a 

corresponding mixture of solids. The reaction seems to proceed through a partially ex-

isting solution phase, which results from the partial dehydration of the silica. The reac-

tion is also observed during heating of a mixture of magnesium hydroxide, silica and 

water at 80 °C. Already after 24 hours under these conditions, the complete conversion 

of the silica into magnesium sheet silicates could be observed. The type of reaction 

products formed depends on the particular mixing ratios. /YAN 60/ observed products 

of talc and chrysotile at temperatures between 100 °C and 300 °C. However, these re-

actions could only be observed at high temperatures, their formation is unlikely under 

the expected conditions at a disposal site. 

In aqueous medium and at moderate temperatures /BRE 05/ investigated the reaction 

of magnesium nitrate with sodium metasilicate. They observed MSH phases with a 

Mg/Si ratio from 0.82 to 0.94 after an aging process of 6 months at 85 °C. The Mg/Si 

ratio of the formed MSH phases was therefore rather on the side of talc (3/4) than of 

chrysotile (3/2). 
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3 Characterisation of available concrete based sealing and 
backfilling materials 

3.1 Salt concrete 

Salt concrete is a mass concrete which consists of a matrix from cement with inclusion 

of crushed salt. There are various mixtures of salt concrete. The composition of salt 

concrete used in LAVA-project consists of 

• Blast furnace cement HOZ 25 HS/NW 

• Crushed salt (grain size 0 to 16 mm) and 

• NaCl-solution. /Eng08/, /Mül10/ 

The proportion is defined in Tab. 3-1.  

Tab. 3-1 Composition of salt concrete /Mül10/ 

Component of  
salt concrete 

Proportion  
in [kg/m3] 

Proportion 
in mass-% 

Blast furnace cement 380 18,3 

Crushed salt 1.496 72,1 

NaCl-solution 198 9,5 

Total 2.074 100,0 

Fig. 2-1 shows a salt concrete sample. Crushed salt inclusions are clearly to identify by 

the dark points. Light grey area is the cement matrix. 

 

Fig. 3-1 Salt concrete sample 
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Used salt concrete derives from an in situ sealing element of a former German salt 

mine at the 945 m level. Salt concrete was exposed to ambient conditions of a salt 

mine over ten years. 

3.1.1 Mechanical properties 

Mechanical parameters for salt concrete were determined at samples from the in situ 

sealing element. 

The bulk density of this type of salt concrete is 2.074 kg/m3. 

E-Modulus, poisson ratio and uniaxial compression strength was determined at twelve 

specimens by uniaxial compression test /Mül10/. Uniaxial tensile strength was detected 

at only one specimen. The average values are summarized in Tab. 3-1. 

Tab. 3-2 Mechanical parameters of used salt concrete /MÜL 10/ 

E-Modulus 
[GPa] 

Poisson ratio 
[-] 

Uniaxial com-
pression 
strength 

[MPa] 

Uniaxial ten-
sile strength 

[MPa] 

14,7 0,13 38,28 1,94 

Mechanical properties of salt concrete are influenced additionally by contraction of the 

salt concrete. Contraction occurs because of water loss or because of chemical trans-

formations in the cement matrix referred to as autogenic contraction. Process of con-

traction can results in generation of shrinkage cracks. In /Mül12a/ deformations as con-

sequence of contraction are expected in a range of 0,1 to 0,5 mm/m. Investigations of 

salt concrete after /Eng08/ yielded, that no shrinkage cracks develop as a result of con-

traction in the cement matrix. 

Furthermore it can be expected, that salt concrete has a creep behavior because of the 

high proportion of crushed salt and as reaction of the convergence of excavation in 

rock salt. Investigations to the creep behavior of used salt concrete were executed by 

GRS. Results are presented in project LASA.  
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3.1.2 Hydraulic and chemical properties 

In the following section hydraulic and chemical properties are considered combined 

because of the close correlation of hydraulic and chemical processes. 

Two different types of porosity were determined: On the one hand there is the effective 

porosity. This porosity describes the pores, which are available for current processes. 

On the other hand the porosity of solution-filled pores was determined. Solution-filled 

porosity is around 12 %, the effective porosity is between 2 and 10 % /Mül10/. Values 

were determined to only two samples of salt concrete. Here comparative values are 

needed. 

The gas permeability was detected by a radial pressure of 1 MPa and a gas injection 

pressure of 0,6 MPa in GRS laboratory. In 80 % of the samples no permeability was 

measureable. In left samples gas permeability was around 5*10-20 m2. Consequently 

salt concrete samples are tight against solution. 

Corrosion is a further process, which influences the hydraulic properties of salt con-

crete. Corrosion can be generated by the influence of IP21 or NaCl-solution. If these 

solutions enter the repository corrosion can occur by solving or degradation attack. 

Phases are solved off the construction material by solving attack. Below porosity can 

increase and load capacity can decrease. Construction material experiences a volume 

increase by degradation attack because of regeneration of phases with bigger vol-

umes. This can results in damage of the construction material, if the volume increase 

cannot received by the pores of the salt concrete. /Mey03/ 

Corrosion depends from the composition of the upcoming solution. Solutions include 

sulfates, magnesium and chlorides in saliniferous formations. The solutions are low ac-

id and can generate different processes of corrosion. 

As the result of attack by sulfate, salt concrete melts or amounts to a concrete degra-

dation. Ettringite is comprised of sulfate ion and magnesian, aluminous and ferruginous 

phases of the salt concrete. The material melts, if the mass of portlandite of the cement 

matrix is consumed. Portlandit is consumed, because of the requirement of calcium by 

the generation of ettringite. Normally ettringite phase is more stable against gypsum. If 

aluminum and iron are consumed or the components cannot solved fast of the salt 
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concrete, generation of gypsum insert. Also generation of gypsum insert, if pH values is 

too small, because in that case, gypsum is more stable against ettringite. 

A further process of corrosion solves an attack of magnesium. First calciumhydroxid of 

the cement matrix solves. Afterward components of calcium of the calcium-silicate-

hydrate-phases (CSH-phases) are solved until they are completely reduced. The pore 

solution of salt concrete is basic, so exsolution of magnesiumhydroxid preferred. Mag-

nesiumhydroxid plugs the pores of salt concrete and decelerate corrosion by magnesi-

um for a certain period. Finally magnesium-silicate-hydrates are generated. They have 

a small stability and destroy completely the construction material. 

Chlorides have a small influence on concrete. Oxichlorides can be generated in combi-

nation with calcium and magnesium, which can operate degrading. But the mean risk 

of chlorides is the pitting corrosion of the reinforcement and not the damage of con-

crete. So this process is not relevant for processes of corrosion in repositories.  

The low acid milieu of upcoming solutions is a small risk. The pH-value of 6,0 operates 

small aggressive to concrete because the phases are thermodynamic instable in acid 

and neutral levels. Calciumhydroxid is dissolved by acid attack. Basic buffering of pore 

solution is lost as the result of consumption of calciumhydroxid.  Other cement phases 

become instable, too and dissolve. If all CSH-phases are reduced, the construction ma-

terial is destroyed. But this corrosion process is no significant risk for an element of salt 

concrete, because it operates only small aggressive to concrete. /Mey03/ 

Summarized descriptions before declare, that salt concrete is stable against NaCl-

solutions and corrodes by magnesian and sulfate including IP21-solutions. This state-

ment is constrained by /Kra08/. 

3.1.3 Thermal Properties 

Thermal properties of salt concrete are defined by specific heat, thermal conductivity 

and thermal expansion coefficient. The parameters, which were detected for used salt 

concrete are summarized in Tab. 3-3. 
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Tab. 3-3 Thermal properties of used salt concrete /Mül12b/ 

Specific heat cp 
[J/(kg*K] 

Thermal conduc-
tivity λ 

[W/(m*K) 

Thermal expan-
sion coefficient α 

[1/K] 

1,0 1,14 4,0*10-5 

The focus of further works is investigations of chemical and hydraulic behavior of salt 

concrete. Hence thermal properties are not specified. 

3.2 Sorel concrete 

Sorel concrete is also a mass concrete with various compositions. Preferred mixture is 

sorel concrete A1, which consists of 

• Magnesium oxide (Reactivation: 200-250 s after citric acid test) 

• Crushed salt (grain size max. 4 mm) 

• MgCl2-solution (5 molal) /FRE 15/ 

Tab. 3-4 Composition of sorel concrete A1 /TEI09/ 

Component of  
sorel concrete 

Proportion  
in [kg/m3] 

Proportion 
in mass-% 

Magnesium oxide 218 11,3 

Crushed salt 1.237 63,7 

MgCl2-solution 485 25,0 

Total 1.940 100,0 
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Fig. 3-2 shows a sorel concrete sample with crushed salt (darker areas) and magnesi-

um oxide matrix (light areas). 

 

Fig. 3-2 Sorel concrete sample 

Sorel concrete A1 is a 3-1-8 mixture, which means that during hydration 

3MgOH*H2O*8MgCl2 phases (3-1-8-phases) develop preferred. Therefor it is neces-

sary to use magnesium oxide and MgCl2-solution as described before /FRE 15/. 3-1-8 

phases are characteristic for sorel concrete. Sorel concrete samples were produced in 

GRS laboratory. 

3.2.1 Mechanical properties 

Values for mechanical properties are based on investigations of DBE on sorel concrete 

A1. Investigations of mechanical properties to in GRS laboratory produced samples 

were not executed until now. Density is around 1.940 kg/m3. 

Tab. 3-5 Mechanical properties of sorel concrete A1 /TEI 09/ 

E-Modulus 
[GPa] 

Poisson ratio 
[-] 

Uniaxial com-
pression 
strength 

[MPa] 

Uniaxial ten-
sile strength 

[MPa] 

21,8 0,24 36,5 2,37 
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3.2.2 Hydraulic and chemical properties 

Porosity of sorel concrete was determined in tests by DBE. It was identified to non-

compacted and compacted samples. Average porosity for non-compacted samples is 

around 19,7 V%, for compacted samples around 17,9 V% /TEI09/.  

In GRS laboratory gas permeability of sorel concrete A1 was determined on 22 sam-

ples by a surrounding pressure of 1 MPa and an injection pressure of 0,6 MPa. Aver-

age permeability is around 2,24*10-18 m2. This corresponds to average gas permeability 

of 4,5*10-18 m2, which was determined at an in-situ sealing element of sorel concrete 

A1 /TEI09/. 

Correspondent to salt concrete corrosion by NaCl- und Mg-rich-solutions have to be 

considered. Former investigations have shown that sorel concrete corrodes in pres-

ence of NaCl-solution by dissipation of characteristic 3-1-8-phases. Dissolution of sorel 

concrete stops if NaCl-solution has reached an adequate Mg-concentration /KUD13/. 

Porosity increases by dissipation of 3-1-8-phases. This results in an increase of per-

meability. In presence of solutions with MgCl2-contains of 0,5 mol/kg H2O or higher no 

corrosion of sorel concrete is expected /KRA08/. 

3.2.3 Thermal properties 

Thermal properties of sorel concrete are also defined by specific heat, thermal conduc-

tivity and thermal expansion coefficient. The parameters, which were detected for used 

sorel concrete A1 are summarized in Tab. 3-6. 

Tab. 3-6 Thermal properties of sorel concrete A1 (for samples dried at 60°C) 

/TEI09/ 

Specific heat cp 
[J/(kg*K] 

Thermal conduc-
tivity λ 

[W/(m*K) 

Thermal expan-
sion coefficient α 

[1/K] 
1,295 2,22 34*10-6 
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4 Planned laboratory short- and long-term investigations 

In long term safety analyses the permeability and changes of permeability of sealing 

structures over time are key elements. Permeability controls the amount of solution 

which can access the waste and mobilise and transport radionuclides. The permeability 

of the initial uncorroded material is well known. The material design results in a low 

permeability of k <10-18 m². This important boundary condition ideally should not 

change over time. The physico-chemical parameters (porosity and permeability) of the 

investigated materials as well as the chemical composition of the solutions and corrod-

ed concrete will be analysed. 

Batch- and cascade experiments help to understand chemical corrosion path of con-

crete in contact to various saliniferous solutions. 

Percolation experiments (diffusion and advection experiments) will be used to deter-

mine the velocity of the corrosion and the porosity/permeability changes of the salt 

concrete as a function of solution composition and solution pressure. 

4.1 Batch-experiments 

Batchexperiments are simply tests for determination of equilibration time between a 

powdered concrete and a saliniferous solution. Powdered concrete and saliniferous so-

lution are brought in contact in PE-bottles in a defined solid-solution ratio. Bottles were 

shacked by hand once a day. After 2, 4, 7, 9, 11 and 18 respectively 46 days a solid 

and a fluid sample were taken. An access of CO2 to moist concrete is to prohibit be-

cause of carbonation. Composition of fluid samples is analysed in laboratory by ICP-

OES and ISP-MS and phase composition of solid samples is analysed by x-ray diffrac-

tion. On basis of batch-experiments the duration of one cascade for GRS cascade ex-

periment is determined. Batchexperiments are executed in systems sorel con-

crete/NaCl-solution, sorelconcrete/Mg-rich-solution, salt concrete/NaCl-solution and 

salt concrete/Mg-rich solution. 
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4.2 GRS Cascade Experiments 

An experimental procedure, the so-called “cascade experiment”, was developed for the 

investigation of the chemical reaction path of chemical hazardous wastes and con-

cretes in contact to solutions /HER 96/, /HER 98/. Fig. 4-1 shows the scheme of this 

procedure which is based on a succession of batch-experiments (cascades). Basically 

the cascade experiment is a titration experiment, each step or cascade is an own 

batch-experiment. 

 

Fig. 4-1 Principle of cascade leaching experiments /HER 96/, /MET 02/ 

In the first step a certain volume of fine grained solid is mixed with a certain volume of 

solution. The reaction takes place in an air tight vessel which is shaken continuously in 

an overhead rotator. After several days all soluble components of the solid are leached. 

The new solution composition is in relative chemical equilibrium with the amount of 

added solid. Now the solution is separated from the solid and transferred to another 

vessel where new solid is added. This procedure is repeated for several times. During 

the succession of these batch-experiments in each step more solid is added to the ini-

tial solution volume. In each step the solid/solution ratio is kept constant. After each 

step only a part of the initial solution volume can be recovered and used in the next 

cascade. Therefore the number of cascades is limited by the steadily decreasing elu-

ate.  
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Fig. 4-2 Experimental set-up of the batch/cascade experiment 

Main boundary conditions for cascade experiments are: 

− grain size and mass of the solid 

− solution composition and mass of the solution 

− solid/solution ratio 

− temperature 

− vessel filled with argon 

− stirring or rotation regime 

The cascade experiment is conducted at 25 °C in plastic vessels to avoid the vessel 

corrosion (Fig. 4-2). Furthermore, the vessels had been flushed by argon gas. The ex-

periment is carried out with a solid/solution ratio of 0.33. 100 g concrete and 300 g of 

solution are used in beginning of experiment. Mass of solutions reduces with each cas-

cade. As result concrete mass have to be adapted for receiving correct solid/solution 

ratio. Duration of one cascade is determined by batch-experiments before. 

The total chemical reaction path of solution penetrating a geotechnical barrier can be 

reproduced by the cascade experiment until thermodynamic equilibrium between the 

original solution and the solid material is attained. In this way, chemical reactions which 

may occur by an intrusion of solution to a sealing element can be simulated in very 

short time /NIE14/. 
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4.3 Diffusion experiments 

Diffusion experiments aim to investigate the diffusive transport process and its effect to 

concrete corrosion. Additional a diffusion coefficient shall be determined. Two types of 

diffusion experiments are executed: 

• In-diffusion experiment 

• Through-diffusion experiment 

Construction of in-diffusion experiments is very simple. Concrete is coated in araldite at 

one end face and at generated surface. Second end face is not sealed. Prepared sam-

ples are set in a quench of NaCl- respectively Mg-rich-solution in a gas-tight box (CO2-

exclusion). 

 

Fig. 4-3 Layout of in-diffusion experiments 

Due to concentration difference tracer spiced solution penetrates samples. Diffusion 

coefficient shall be determined by identification of deep of intrusion. Therefore samples 

are analyzed in layers. 

Trough-diffusion experiments complete in-diffusion experiments because diffusion co-

efficients in concrete are very low. It is assumed that through-diffusion experiments 

give results faster than in-diffusion experiments.  

These experiments are executed in special diffusion cells. A simplified schematic de-

piction is shown in Fig. 4-4. The concrete sample is installed in the diffusion cell and a 

tracer-spiked solution is passed on the bottom of the sample. A second, non-spiked so-

lution is passed on the top of the sample and is analysed with regard to its develop-
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ment of tracer concentration over time. Because of the concentration difference be-

tween solution 1 (spiked) and solution 2 (non-spiked) a diffusional transport of tracer 

molecules from the bottom to the top of the sample is expected. 

 

Fig. 4-4 Simplified construction of a diffusion cell 

The diffusion coefficient can be calculated on the basis of these experimental data. The 

thickness of samples and the duration necessary for saturation prior to starting diffu-

sion experiments is determined in preparatory experiments. 

Through-diffusion-experiments aim furthermore at investigating the kinetics of chemical 

reactions by diffusive corrosion processes. In principle, two scenarios are conceivable: 

on one hand a parallel progression of diffusion and corrosion may occur, on the other 

hand diffusion may occur faster than the process of corrosion. This circumstance will 

be investigated by analyses of the solid sample using x-ray diffraction. 

4.4 Advection experiments 

Advective transport is another transport mechanism in porous media which may affect 

corrosion of sealing elements. Corrosion as a result of advective transport and its con-

sequences for the long-term sealing capacity will be investigated in two types of advec-

tion experiments: experiments which aim at reaction kinetics similar to diffusion exper-

iments and experiments for investigating the influence of corrosion on porosity and 

permeability of the sealing material. 

A concrete sample is loaded with fluid pressure (20 bar, NaCl-/Mg-rich-solution) on one 

end face in the first type of advection experiments. The effluent solution is collected on 
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the other face. The sample surface is pressure-less cast in araldite in an advection cell. 

A simplified sketch of an advection cell is shown in Fig. 4-5. Samples are 10,0 cm in 

length and have a diameter of 5,0 cm. 

 

Fig. 4-5 Construction of an advection cell 

In regular intervals vessels for collecting solution are substituted and permeability is 

calculated by Darcy´s law on basis of mass of collected solution. The individual solution 

samples will be analysed with regard to their composition. Additionally, the composition 

of each concrete sample will be investigated by decomposition and x-ray-diffraction. A 

conclusion and better understanding of corrosion mechanisms affected by advection 

processes in concrete is expected from these experiments. 
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Fig. 4-6 Experimental set up of advection experiment in laboratory 

The installation of the second advection experiment is very similar to the first experi-

ment. The main difference is that the cylindrical concrete samples are surrounded by 

rock salt, thus exhibiting a circular contact zone. It is assumed that the contact zone is 

the primary pathway for solution and for the migration of nuclides.  

For these tests samples of the hollow rock salt cylinders with a salt concrete respec-

tively sorel concrete core are used. Concrete core is coated with salt slurry and after 

inserted in the hollow salt cylinder (Fig. 4-7). Samples are exposed to a confining pres-

sure until permeability is minimized. This process simulates salt creep on the sealing 

element. During the samples is compacted a non-corrosive saliniferous solution passes 
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the sample: for samples with salt concrete NaCl-solution is used and for samples with 

sorel concrete Mg-rich-solution.  Afterwards, samples are placed in advection cells in 

the same manner as described before for concrete samples. Combined samples are 

10,0 cm in length and have a total diameter of 7,0 cm. Diameter of concrete core is 3,5 

cm. 

 

Fig. 4-7 Production of combined samples 

A further experiment on combined samples (salt concrete / rock salt) is in progress. A  

confining pressure of 5 MPa in the beginning and of 10 MPa in further process was 

brought to the sample. During compaction sample has been in contact to a NaCl-

solution. After the contact zones were closed up to a permeability of 10-18 m2/s, radial 

pressure was minimized to 2 MPa for minimizing creep effects. In next step NaCl-

solution were changed to Mg-rich-solution and development of permeability was occu-

pied for investigation corrosion behavior at the contact zone. In end of test solid mate-

rial from contact zone shall be investigated by x-ray diffraction. Solution which passed 

the sample is collected in intervals and will be analyzed. 
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5 Experimental results of short- and long-term investigations 

5.1 Batch-experiments 

Sorel concrete in contact with NaCl-solution 

Fig. 5-1 shows the x-ray-diffraction (XRD) diagrams of sorel concrete before contact 

with solution and Fig. 5-2 shows results after 11 days of contact with NaCl-solution. 

 

Fig. 5-1 Phase composition of sorel concrete A1 before contact with solution 

Sorel concrete A1 consists of characteristic sorel phases (3-1-8-phases), anhydrite 

(CaSO4) and halite (NaCl). Chloratinite (Mg2(CO3)Cl(OH)*3H2O) is a product of car-

bonation which results from production of sorel concrete because thus samples have 

not hardening with consideration of CO2-ilimination. 
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Fig. 5-2 Phase composition of sorel concrete A1 after contact with NaCl-solution 

After contact with NaCl-solution the dissolution of sorel concrete typical 3-1-8-phases is 

to identify. It develops secondary phases which are currently unknown. Halite and 

chlorartinite stays stable. After 11 days a further change in phase composition has not 

been observed. The analysis of the solution has revealed no significant change in its 

composition over total testing time.  

Sorel concrete in contact with Mg-rich-solution 

Contrary to expectations the investigation of system sorel concrete/Mg-rich-solution 

shows a change in solution composition. Concentrations of Na, Cl and Mg have de-

creased during the test. Concentrations of K and sulfate have decreased up to eleven 

days. Afterwards concentrations of both elements have increased slowly. Fig. 5-3 

shows exemplary the development of element concentrations in solution. 
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Fig. 5-3 Development of Ca, K, Na, Sulfat, Cl and Mg concentrations in batch-

experiments in the system sorel concrete/Mg-rich-solution 

Preliminary results from x-ray diffraction of sorel concrete have showed that there is no 

significant change in its phase composition after contact with NaCl-solution. Maybe 

changes in solution composition results from dissolutions of crushed salt from sorel 

concrete. This circumstance needs to be cleared. 
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Salt concrete in contact with NaCl-solution 

As expected the investigation of the system salt concrete/NaCl-solution shows no sig-

nificant change in solution and phase composition. Salt concrete is produced with 

NaCl-solution (compare Tab. 3-1) consequently it is already in equilibrium with NaCl-

solution. 

Salt concrete in contact with Mg-rich-solution 

Fig. 5-4 shows the results of the experiments in the system salt concrete/Mg-rich-

solution. A clear increase of Ca-concentration in solution can be identified resulting 

from the dissolution of salt concrete typical CSH-phases in consequence of a Mg-

attack. Additional K-concentration has also increased during concentrations of Mg, Cl 

and sulfate have decreased.  
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Fig. 5-4 Development of Mg, Na, Cl, Al, Ca, K, sulfate and Si concentrations in 

batch-experiments in the system salt concrete/Mg-rich-solution (concen-

trations of Al are covered by Si concentrations) 

X-ray diffraction has shown that significant changes in phase composition have oc-

curred during experiment. However changes occur directly after start of experiment. 

Changes between x-ray diagrams after two or eleven days are not significant. Fig. 5-5 

and Fig. 5-6 show phase composition of salt concrete before contact with solution and 

after contact with Mg-rich-solution. 
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Fig. 5-5 Phase composition of salt concrete before contact with solution 

X-ray diagram of salt concrete before contact with solution shows phases friedelsches 

salz (3CaO*Al2O3*CaCl2*10H2O), anhydrite (CaSO4), quartz (SiO2) and halite (NaCl). 

Characteristic CSH-phases are not able to be identified by x-ray diffraction because 

phases are amorphous.  

After contact with Mg-rich-solution generate new phases brucit (Mg(OH)2), gypsum 

(CaSO4)*2H2O), bischofite (MgCl2*6H2O) and carnallite (KMgCl3*6H2O) 
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Fig. 5-6 Phase composition of salt concrete after contact with a Mg-rich solution 

Resulting from analyses of development of solution and solid phase composition fol-

lowing chemical processes could be assumed: Mg-, Cl, sulfate and K-concentrations 

decrease in solution in beginning of reaction. At the same time phases brucite 

(Mg(OH)2), gypsum (Ca(SO4)*2H2O), bischofite (MgCl2*6H2O) and carnallite 

(KMgCl3*6H2O) precipitate. Concentrations of required elements in the solution de-

crease during composition of these phases (compare Fig. 5-4). At a certain point all 

sulfate is dissipated. No further gypsum precipitates and as result concentrations of Ca 

and hydroxide (OH-) increase in solution. Anytime all CSH-phases are degraded and 

Ca-concentration in solutions becomes constant. In batch-experiments it needs eleven 

days for degradation of CSH-phases. Mg- and Cl-concentrations decreases further-

more during the continuing experiments. May be this occurs because of continuing 

generation of brucite and bischofite. A clear explanation for increase of K-

concentrations after seven days can currently not be given. May be it occurs a dissolu-

tion of carnallite. These are only assumptions because x-ray diffraction shows just a 

qualitative but no quantitative analysis of phase composition. 
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5.2 Cascade experiments (preliminary results) 

Cascade experiments are executed on basis of results from batch-experiments (com-

pare section 5.1).  

Results from batch-experiment in the system sorel concrete/NaCl-solution have 

showed that it needs eleven days for reaching an equilibrium between sorel concrete 

and solution. Consequently one cascade needs at least eleven days before starting the 

next cascade. Cascade experiment in the system sorel concrete/NaCl-solution is still in 

progress. 

If a cascade experiment in the system sorel concrete/Mg-rich-solution is useful is not 

clarified yet. Therefor the reason for changing solution composition needs to be identi-

fied. 

In the system salt concrete/NaCl-solution no cascade experiments are executed be-

cause there is no reaction between both components. 

The system salt concrete/Mg-rich-solution has showed very long equilibration times. 

Equilibration was not reached after 45 days, so experiment is still in progress. But the 

bigger part of reactions is concluded after ten to fifteen days, especially degradation of 

CSH-phases. Hence cascade experiments will started with a reaction time per cascade 

of around fifteen days. 

All equilibration times between concrete and solutions are only valid for a system with 

powdered concrete. For solid samples a longer equilibration time is expected because 

of the significant smaller specific surface. 

5.3 Diffusion experiments 

Two types of diffusion experiments are executed (compare section 4.3). Both experi-

ments are in progress because diffusive transport in concrete occurs very slowly. It is 

assumed that diffusion-coefficients are between 1*10-15 to 1*10-13 m2/s /HER 12/. In 

/MAT 12/ diffusion-coefficients for concrete of 1*10-14 m2/s are given. Consequently a 

maximal penetration of 0,01 m could be reached after 600 days of reaction, if a diffu-
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sion-coefficient of 1*10-13 m2/s and a permeability of the concrete between 1*10-21 to 

1*10-21 m2 is assumed /HER 12/.  

Through-diffusion experiments are executed in three phases. First phase conduces to 

saturation of the samples. Therefore samples of salt concrete and of sorel concrete 

were placed in a gas-tight box (CO2-elemination) filled with NaCl- respectively Mg-rich-

solution. Samples had various lengths of 1 cm, 2 cm and 3 cm for determining the best 

length for through-diffusion experiments. In regular time steps the electrical conductivity 

was verified. Assumption is that samples are saturated if an electrical conductivity is 

measureable. In sorel concrete it needs circa eight weeks until an electrical conductivi-

ty in 1 cm sample with Mg-rich-solution was measureable. After four month an electri-

cal conductivity was also measureable in all other samples in both solutions. An electri-

cal conductivity is not measureable at any salt concrete samples after four month. 

 

Fig. 5-7 Samples in first phase of through-diffusion experiments before solutions 

were admitted. sorel concrete (left) and salt concrete (right) 

Sorel concrete samples were placed in diffusion-cells for generating a stationary flow in 

phase two. In this phase non-spiked solution circulates at the bottom and at the top of 

the cells. It is assumed that two times more time is needed for reaching a stationary 

flow than for saturation of samples. Sorel concrete samples are all in phase two. 
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Fig. 5-8 Diffusion cell with inserted sample (left) and layout of through-diffusion 

experiments during phase 2 of experiment (right) 

5.4 Advections experiments 

Sorelconcrete in contact with NaCl- and Mg-rich solution 

Fig. 5-9 and Fig. 5-10 show results from advection experiments with sorel concrete and 

NaCl- and Mg-rich-solution. They show the development of permeability to NaCl- re-

spectively Mg-rich-solution flowing through. Gas permeability has been in the same or-

der (around 1*10-18 m2) for all samples when experiments were started so that a similar 

permeability to solution was expected for each sample. 

Sorel concrete in contact with NaCl-solution was very quickly permeable to solution. 

Permeability has been measurable in all samples after seven to sixty days and perme-

ability increased constantly in all samples. A permeability of 1*10-17 m2 was reached in 

samples AS 31-1, AS 34-2 and AS 36-1 after a solution volume of about 250 ml has 

passed the samples. It increased by a magnitude of a half to one. Permeability of sam-

ples AS 32-5 and AS 34-1 was less - at around 5*10-18 m2 - after a flow through of 

250 ml solution. Core AS 31-2 had the lowest initial permeability but the highest per-

meability increase proportional to volume of passed through solution. Permeability in-

creased over one magnitude. Permeability increased to 1*10-18 m2 after 60 ml of NaCl-

solution had passed the sample. Afterwards, permeability increased slower. 
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Fig. 5-9 Development of permeability of sorel concrete samples in contact to 

NaCl-solution 

 

Fig. 5-10 Development of permeability of sorel concrete samples in contact to a 

Mg-rich-solution 
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Fig. 5-9 shows the development of permeability of sorel concrete in contact with Mg-

rich-solution. This experiment was executed in parallel to the experiment with NaCl-

solution so that samples were exposed at the same time to potential attack by solution. 

Permeability was at 1-5*10-19 m2 in AS 31-8 and AS 34-1 and was measurable after 

200 to 250 days. In sample AS 36-2 permeability was constantly at 5*10-19 m2 over 250 

days. Then permeability increased suddenly up to 8*10-17 m2 after circa 170 ml of 

passed through solution. It decreased in the meantime to initial permeability again and 

increased afterwards clearly over one and a half magnitude. Three further samples 

have been tested. After circa 365 days a flowing through could be detected. But mass 

of collecting solution is too small for the calculation of permeability until now.  

Results from advection experiments confirm that sorel concrete is not stable against 

NaCl-solutions which is known from former investigations. Corrosion occurs by the dis-

solution of 3-1-8 phases, which results in an increase of porosity and consequently 

permeability. X-ray diffraction of the sorel concrete from batch-experiments have 

shown this process of sorel phase dissolution well (compare Fig. 5-1 and Fig. 5-2). In a 

next step secondary phases need to be identified. 

Investigations of sorel concrete in contact with Mg-rich-solution show a much better re-

sistance. But according to former batch-experiments the corrosion of sorel concrete 

could not be excluded completely because of the development of permeability. One 

hypothesis is that the flux in advection experiments results of connected pore spaces 

so that Mg-rich-solution flows very slowly through the samples under injection on pres-

sure without corrosion. Constant permeability in AS 31-8 and AS 34-1 argues for it. It 

should also be considered that very slow corrosion processes may occur because of 

the permeability increase in AS 36-2. This hypothesis is supported by results from 

batch-experiments. Hence, the analyses of the development of solution composition 

and x-ray-diffraction have to be awaited. 

Combined sample sorel concrete/rock salt in contact with Mg-rich-solution 

The combined sample of sorel concrete/rock salt has been produced as described in 

section 4.4. The sample was coated with a rubber jacket and placed in a isostatic cell 

equipped with hydraulic lines to allow for axial flow-through of gas or liquid and deter-

mination of the system permeability. A photo of a coated sample and the cell arrange-

ment are shown in Fig. 5-11. 
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Fig. 5-11 Coated sample in an isostatic cell (left) and cell arrangement (right) 

In beginning of test permeability to gas has been measured during confining pressure 

has been increased stepwise up to 5 MPa. Permeability was around 2*10-14 to 3*10-

13 m2. Increase of confining pressure has showed less influence to development of 

permeability to gas. In the next step sample was loaded with an injection pressure of 

Mg-rich-solution at one end face. Permeability was circa 1*10-14 m2 in the beginning 

and increased fast over one magnitude to 1*10-13 m2. Increase of confining pressure 

from 3 MPa to 5 MPa has shown no significant influence to permeability. When confin-

ing pressure was increased to 7 MPa a small decrease of permeability could be identi-

fied. But further increases of confining pressure have shown no influence to develop-

ment of permeability. Permeability reaches finally values of 5*10-13 m2. At this point ex-

periment has been stopped and sample has been extended from isostatic cell. 

 

Fig. 5-12 Development of permeability of a combined sample (sorel concrete / 

rock salt). Permeability increases directly after start of flowing through 

with Mg-rich-solution. 
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After reconstruction clear cracks could be seen at both end faces. Fig. 5-13 shows 

scans from inflowing and outflowing face of the sample. Crack at the inflowing face is 

bigger compared to the crack at the outflowing face. Labeling of the samples shows al-

so that the crack develops nearly in a straight line between both end faces. Hence high 

permeability of this combined sample results from the developed crack at the contact 

zone between sorel concrete core and rock salt. Against expectations a compaction 

and minimizing of contact zone was not able. It is to clarify, if process of developing a 

flow path results from corrosion of sorel concrete or from dissolution of rock salt, if Mg-

rich-solution is not in equilibrium with it.  

 

Fig. 5-13  Combined sample (sorel concrete / rcok salt) after flowing through with 

Mg-rich-solution. At the contact zone is clearly a crack to identify 

Combined sample salt concrete/rock salt in contact with NaCl- and Mg-rich solution 

Further experiment has been executed to a combined sample, which was flowed 

through with NaCl-solution in the beginning (similar to experiment shown before) and 

after contact zone has been closed up to a certain permeability solution was changed 

to a Mg-rich-solution. Fig. 5-9 shows the measuring results from this type of advection 

experiment. At the beginning of the experiment permeability of the combined sample-
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has been reduced by a confining pressure and flow through of NaCl-solution (phase 1). 

After solution has been changed to Mg-rich-solution, permeability suddenly increases 

by two orders of magnitude and decreases by one order of magnitude when injection 

pressure was reduced. After two month of contact with Mg-rich-solution the permeabil-

ity starts to increase again. This phenomenon results from chemical processes in salt 

concrete as former investigations at GRS have shown.  

 

Fig. 5-14 Development of permeability of a combined sample (salt concrete/rock 

salt). Phase 1: Flow of NaCl-solution and compaction of sample. Phase 

2: Change to Mg-rich-solution and decrease of permeability. Phase 3: 

Increase of permeability 

It is assumed that the high injection pressure in beginning of phase 2 has generated 

the increase of permeability. May be chemical processes could not proceed because 

solution has passed the sample faster than processes need for their reaction. After in-

jection pressure has been reduced, chemical processes could proceed. If the Mg-rich-

solution is brought in contact with salt concrete, free hydroxide (OH-) is fixed by mag-

nesium and brucite (Mg(OH)2 is precipitated. Now pores are clogged by brucite and the 

pH decreases to 8-9 (phase 2). As a result of the pH decrease portlandite (CaOH)2 be-

comes instable and decomposes in Ca- and hydroxide ions. After consumption of all 

portlandite the pH decreases further and stabilizing CSH-phases are dissolved. Now 

concrete loses its stability and permeability starts to increase (phase 3) /NIE 14/. 

Hence, the dissolution of CSH-phases can also be assumed in this experiment compo-

sition on basis of increasing permeability and the knowledge of corrosion process of 

salt concrete in contact with Mg-rich-solution. Compared with batch-and cascade- ex-
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periments dissolution needs more time because of the smaller specific surface of solid 

samples.  

Experiments on salt concrete have showed that presence of NaCl-solution could re-

sults in a complete closure of contact zone. If contact zone is not closed completely 

Mg-rich-solutions lead to a corrosion of salt concrete as described and the sealing ele-

ment loses its sealing function. A further question is if an increase of permeability also 

can be reached after a complete closure of the contact zone as in first experiment of 

salt concrete/rock salt. This is currently investigated. 
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6 Description of the state of the art of related chemical pro-
cess modelling as well as modelling the reactive transport of brines 
through concrete material and along the boundary concrete/rock 
formation (LAVA) 

In general, the chemical corrosion mechanisms in salt concrete are the same for the 

diffusive and advective reactive transport process. A model for the diffusive and advec-

tive corrosion processes of salt concrete in contact with the corrosive Mg-, SO4- and Cl-

rich brine are shown schematically in Fig. 6-1. The left part of the figure shows the dif-

fusion controlled corrosion process in the undisturbed concrete matrix. On the right the 

corrosion on cracks is illustrated.  

      

Fig. 6-1 Schematic representation of the chemical corrosion processes in salt 

concrete due to the interaction with Mg-, SO4- and Cl-rich salt solutions 

(left) diffusive matrix corrosion, (right) advective matrix corrosion on 

cracks (in /HAS 03/ modified after /BON 92/) 

If a Mg- and SO4-rich salt solution attacks salt concrete first brucite (Mg(OH)2) will be 

formed at the surface of the cement structure. This leads to a mass flux of OH- from the 

matrix towards the exterior of the structure and to a SO4
2- flux from the intruding solu-

tion into the matrix. Due to the depletion of OH- ions in the concrete CSH phases will be 

dissolved. The released Ca2+ reacts with the SO4
2- to precipitate as gypsum (Fig. 6-1). 

The crystallization pressure of the newly built phases can lead to the formation of 

cracks in the material structure. 

After the portlandite (Ca(OH)2) from the concrete matrix is exhausted the pore fluids 

are not buffered anymore and the pH decreases from about 13 to 9. The CSH phases 

in the concrete matrix become instable and will gradually disappear (Fig. 6-1 corroded 

part). 
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If the diffusion velocity of the OH- from the concrete body towards the surface of the 

structure is lower than the formation of brucite, Mg enters into the matrix and can lead 

there to the formation of high amounts of MSH phases. If the fluid pressure at the exte-

rior of the sealing structure is high enough and if the pores in the concrete are inter-

linked and conductible the corrosive brine can enter far into the structure and lead to an 

accelerated corrosion. The Mg content in solution decreases continuously until Mg is 

consumed. The chemical processes have been observed in many experiments with 

cemented materials /SKA 02/ and could be reproduced by geochemical modeling for 

the system salt concrete in contact to different brines /MET 99/, /MET 02/, /MET 03a-c/, 

/MET 04/.  

The described reactions take place in the matrix of the concrete as well as on cracks 

and at the boundary of the concrete with the salt formation. The experiments showed 

that the formation of Mg(OH)2 first leads to a decrease of permeability and the subse-

quent formation of MSH phases increases the permeability (s. Fig. 6-2). 

 
Fig. 6-2 Permeability changes of M2-4 salt concrete in contact with IP21 solution 

at rising numbers of pore volume exchange /MET 03b/ 

The chemical processes which are responsible for the corrosion are the same indiffer-

ent if the corroding solution enters the sealing structure very slow (only driven by diffu-

sion) or faster (driven by advection of the brine). But for the velocity of the corrosion 

and kinetics of permeability increase it is very important to know if the inflow of brine in-

to the sealing structure is driven by a slow diffusion process or by much faster advec-
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tion. For Permeabilities lower than 10-18
 m2 the inflow of brine into the concrete struc-

ture becomes very slow. The actual initial permeabilities of fresh salt concretes are in 

general considerably lower than 10-18
 m2 leading to flow velocities in the order of 10-

8
 m/a. This flow rate can be assumed in the undisturbed matrix without cracks. The cor-

roding solution advances so slowly that the corrosion is controlled by diffusion only. 

In addition, the corrosion velocity is dependent on the pore structure of the concrete. 

The corrosion advances faster the more pores are interlinked thus enabling mass ex-

change. The degree of interconnectedness of the pores depends largely on the initial 

water/cement ratio. Higher initial water/cement ratios in a concrete result in a higher ini-

tial porosity and permeability of the concrete. 

The lower the initial water/cement ratio the faster the steadily progressive hydration 

leads to an interruption of the pore network (a "discontinuous pore structure"). This 

process is completed at w/c ratios of about 0.45 within a few days. For only slightly 

higher w/c ratios, however, this process requires months to years. In general, when w/c 

ratios are greater than 0.7 a discontinuity is never reached /POW 59/. Equally, a signif-

icant dependence of the porosity of the w/c ratio could be observed. The porosity in-

creases with w/c ratios above 0.5 rapidly /HEA 99/, /POW 58/. 

In the same context /KIN 68/ underlined, that in dense concretes the remaining pores 

are quickly clogged by secondary products, so that the diffusion of corrosive elements 

in the concrete matrix and thus the corrosion rate as a whole slowed down. /KAN 61/ 

studied the resistance of cement mixtures in contact to MgSO4 solution. Cement mix-

tures with a very low water content (w/c = 0.23 - 0.26) behave largely resistant, while 

mixtures with w/c = 0.35 have lost half of their strength after two years. 

Also /GJÖ 86/ (cit. in /MEH 91/) showed that in some cases less the chemical composi-

tion than the permeability of cement composition has a decisive influence on the corro-

sion rate. Even after an exposure time of 60 years, corrosion phenomena to only 

depths of about 5-7 mm could be detected at harbour piers. 

For sorel concrete Sglavo et al. showed that the hardening behaviour and mechanical 

strength of Sorel concrete strongly depends on two phases, 3Mg(OH)2⋅MgCl2⋅8H2O and 

5Mg(OH)2⋅MgCl2⋅8H2O, usually referred to 3-1-8- or 5-1-8 phases, respectively 

/SGL/GEN2011/. While at temperatures usually found under ambient conditions in un-
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derground repositories, thermodynamic equilibrium establishes with the 3-1-8-phase 

within a time frame of several months up to years at the latest, transformation kinetics, 

and hence the overall performance of a flow barrier made up with Sorel concrete, is 

strongly affected by the transient temperature regime during hardening and the initial 

reactivity of the MgO-component in the primary material /SGL/GEN2011/. As the bind-

ing-up of Sorel concrete with MgCl2-solution is exothermal, transient temperatures with-

in the barrier can be as high as 120°C /DIN/FRE2010/. Thus, earlier results about the 

reactivity of Sorel concrete must be re-evaluated focussing on the temperature regime 

applied during their fabrication.  

To make things more complicate, yet another phase – 9-1-4 (9Mg(OH)2⋅MgCl2⋅4H2O) – 

had been identified, being formed intermediately /DIN/FRE2010/. Under the impact of 

higher temperatures the 3-1-8 phase may be dehydrated to lower hydrates, identified 

as the phases 3Mg(OH)2·MgCl2·5.4H2O and 3Mg(OH)2·MgCl2·4.6H2O /RUN/DIN2014/. 

Furthermore, during the hardening process Sorel concrete is subject to reaction with 

CO2 present in the atmosphere, leading to the formation of carbonate phases within the 

matrix. 

To obtain reliable results which can be closely associated with specific points within a 

flow barrier after a given time of hardening, experiments on the reactivity of hardened 

Sorel concrete need to conducted under defined temperature conditions, thereby ex-

cluding CO2. 

As with salt concrete, the chemical corrosion mechanisms are the same for the diffu-

sive and advective reactive transport process. With anhydrite present in the rock salt 

from which the intruding solution originates, anhydrite could precipitate as the solution 

penetrates the barrier. 
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7 Preliminary predictive calculations of chemical processes 

7.1 Geochemical modelling of salt concrete in contact to IP21 solution 

The chemical evolution of IP21-solution penetrating salt concrete can be depicted in a 

reaction path calculation. This means that a mass of IP21-solution equivalent to 1kg of 

free water is reacted with an increasing mass of (formerly unreacted) salt concrete. 

Thus, this procedure reproduces cascade leaching experiments.  

As can be seen in the following figure, new mineral phases do form upon the intrusion 

of IP21-solution in salt concrete, each one featuring a particular density. The resulting 

volume of neo-formed mineral phases (bottom), however, needs to be balanced 

against the volumes of those phases, which dissolve due to the reaction (top). Looking 

at the saturation indices it becomes obvious, that the CSH 0.8 phase, giving the salt 

concrete its mechanical stability, is strongly undersaturated  - thus: unstable! – under 

the conditions imposed by the IP21-solution.  

This calculation also gives the solid-solution-ratio at which CSH 0.8 attains equilibrium 

with the incoming solution and thus doesn’t dissolve anymore. This threshold value can 

be tentatively given as 7 kg salt concrete after reaction with IP21-solution equivalent to 

1 kg of free water. 

For a further analysis it will be necessary to identify reliable densities for the most rele-

vant mineral phases present in this system. Unfortunately, for CSH 0.8 no density val-

ues are at hand at the time being.   
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Fig. 7-1 Reaction of salt concrete with IP21-solution. Top: saturation indices of 

selected mineral phases, Bottom: precipitated phases 
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However, these predictions still need to be regarded with caution. They are based on 

the released THEREDA-database R-06, which is subject to further refinement. Fur-

thermore, these calculation don’t take kinetic effects into account, which are especially 

important for Ca-sulfate- and Si-containing phases. 

7.2 Geochemical modelling of MgO based concretes in contact to brines 

Recent findings indicated that in an initial phase of reaction between Sorel concrete 

and NaCl-solution Brucite is formed as a gel-like phase, which can be identified macro-

scopically, but due to its amorphous state cannot be detected by XRD. In a later state 

geochemical modelling predicted the formation of Mg-Oxichloride /MEY/HER2014/. 

This finding is supported by more recent model calculations.  

 
Fig. 7-2 Evolution of mineral saturation indices during the reaction of NaCl-

solution with sorel concrete 

It is evident from the above figure, that upon intrusion of NaCl-solution into sorel con-

crete, the phase 3-1-8 which is responsible for the mechanical strength of the material 

deteriorates. According to this calculation, 3-1-8 will begin to dissolve as soon as a 
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mass of free water has reacted with the concrete (dissolving Na, Mg, and Na) which is 

twice as high as the reacted mass of concrete.  

This picture doesn’t change significantly if it is considered that real NaCl-solutions may 

contain certain amounts of CaSO4 due to equilibration with anhydrite. 

 
Fig. 7-3 Evolution of mineral saturation indices during the reaction of NaCl-

CaSO4-solution with sorel concrete 

The only difference is that at high solid-solution-ratios the solution is saturated with re-

spect to Anhydrite in addition to Brucite, 3-1-8, and Halite.  

As with salt concrete, these results must be further refined by consideration of the vol-

ume balance.  
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8 Comparison of calculations and final experimental results of 
the batch-experiments, to identify deficits in the models or experi-
ments 

In this section calculation results and results of batch-experiments are compared. 

Therefore batch-experiments in the systems sorel concrete/NaCl-solution and salt con-

crete/Mg-rich solution are considered because of the corrosive processes in these sys-

tems. Batchexperiments were executed with a solid-solution-ratio of  0,3. Hence results 

are compared on basis of this proportion. 

 
Fig. 8-1 Comparison of calculated Na-, Mg- and Cl-concentrations in the system 

sorel concrete/ NaCl-solution with experimental data of batch-

experiments 

Fig. 8-1 shows development of solution composition in NaCl-solution which stays in 

contact with sorel concrete. Concentrations of Mg increases during calculation corre-

spondent to reacted sorel concrete. An increase of Mg-concentrations in solution was 

also to observe in batch-experiments. But, of course, maximal concentration is limited 

by the solid-solution-ratio. Calculated and experimental concentrations fit well. It is 
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around 0.15 to 0.2 mol/kgH2O. Cl-concentration of experiment is nearly constant versus 

mass of reacted concrete. In experiments Cl-concentration has decreased aigainst the 

initial concentration in pure NaCl-solution. Deviation of experimental results from calcu-

lation is circa 30%. Na-concentration in laboratory tests various very much. Some con-

centrations fit calculations results, others are 30% higher compared to calculation. Cal-

culation shows that a decrease of Na-concentration is to expect if a certain mass of so-

rel concrete reacts with NaCl-solution. This circumstance has to be verified with cas-

cade-experiments.  

Fig. 8-2 and Fig. 8-3 show comparison of calculation and experimental results in the 

system salt concrete/Mg-rich-solution.  

 

Fig. 8-2 Comparison of calculated K-, Mg- and Ca-concentrations in the system 

salt concrete/ Mg-rich-solution with experimental data of batch-

experiments 

Mg-content in solution decreases continuously which correspondents to observations in 

batch-experiments. Certainly Mg-concentrations in batch-experiments are clearly 
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smaller than of calculations at a solid-solutions ratio of 0,3. Calculated and experi-

mental determined values of Ca- and K-concentrations fit much better although K-

concentration is a little small and Ca-concentration a little too big. Against laboratory 

results Ca-concentration first increases if a solid-solution-ratio greater than 0,3 has 

been reached. Laboratory tests show an increase of Ca-concentrations nearly direct. 

Development of sulfate-concentrations (concentration reduces) corresponds to labora-

tory results although concentration of calculated sulfate content is nearly three times 

higher than in batch-experiments (compare Fig. 5-4 and Fig. 8-3).  

 

Fig. 8-3 Comparison of calculated sulfate-concentration in the system salt con-

crete/ Mg-rich-solution with experimental data of batch-experiments 

In general calculations correspond in development of concentrations with laboratory re-

sults. Indeed calculations show development of concentrations versus mass of reacted 

concrete while batch-experiments investigate development of solution composition ver-

sus time. Hence a comparison could only be given up to solid-solution-ratio of 0.3 and 

calculation does not consider development of solution composition versus time. Results 
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from cascade-experiments need to be awaited for a better comparison between calcu-

lation and laboratory results. On basis of cascade-experiments the chemical reaction 

path between concrete and solution until equilibrium between powdered concrete and 

solution is reached can be determined similar to executed calculations (compare sec-

tion 4.2). 

Further aspect to be considered is the adaption of thermodynamic database to calcula-

tions with saline solutions. In this was probably a better agreement of laboratory and 

modelling results could be reached. 
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9 Development of a process model and predictive calculations 
to determine the velocity of the degradation of concrete barrier ma-
terial 

Salt concrete or sorel concrete is conceptualized as consisting of two domains: one 

domain represents fissures or cracks – pores essentially – featuring higher porosity, 

thus higher permeability. The second domain represents intact regions within the con-

crete matrix. Aqueous solution can still penetrate these regions, but the exchange of 

matter between both domains is retarded. The rate of exchange of matter between 

both domains is governed by the diffusional velocity within the second domain and its 

active surface with the first domain.  

In the second domain solid phases may dissolve and precipitate. These processes may 

be (and probably are in reality) subject to kinetic restrictions. They lead to a net-volume 

change which lets the second domain in relation on the first domain swell or shrink. If 

the overall volume of solid phases in the second domain increases, the volume of the 

first one decreases accordingly, thus the overall permeability of the concrete.  

Still lacking reliable kinetic data, a prototype model has been designed. As a first ap-

proximation granules representing the second domain may be visualized of spherical in 

shape with a radius of r = 0.01m. The diffusion coefficient within the granules is esti-

mated at De = 3∙10-10 m2/s. The overall porosity of the first domain is approximated to 

be 0.3, the second 0.1 /PAR/APP1999/. As a further simplification the net volume 

change in the second domain doesn’t exert yet an influence on the total volume of the 

first domain.  

This conceptual model should hold for both salt concrete and sorel concrete. It has 

been run for the more complicated case where IP21-solution reacts with salt concrete. 

The result is shown in the following figure.  
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Fig. 9-1 Si- and Al-concentrations in an idealized dual-pore column of salt con-

crete of 2 m length 

After altogether 20 pore volumes degradation of the concrete is most pronounced with-

in the first 10 cm (at the very left of the diagram. Al- and Si concentration is controlled 

by Gibbsite, Hydrotalcite, and Kerolite. The precipitation of Halite and Polyhalite is also 

indicated, adding to the overall volume of the second domain. On the right hand side 

we still see largely unreacted concrete, Si- and Al-concentrations still featuring those 

values which representing thermodynamic equilibrium between salt concrete and NaCl-

solution. 

This concept thus seems promising but still needs refinement. For example, mineral 

densities must be included in the calculation. The effective volume of low-permeable 

granules need to be supported, using e. g. microscopic methods. 
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10 Comparison of calculations and final experimental results 
of the in-diffusion experiments, to identify deficits in the models or 
experiments 

Literature researches and calculations have shown that diffusive transport in concrete 

occurs very slowly (compare section 4.3). Fig. 10-1 shows calculated diffusion profiles 

for concretes with a matrix-permeability of 10-20 to 10-21 m2. Diffusion coefficients are 

assumed to 10-13, 10-14 and 10-15 m2/s /HER12/. That corresponds to declarations of 

/MAT 12/. 

 
Fig. 10-1 Calculated penetration profiles by diffusive transport in concrete. Matrix-

permeability: 10-20 to 10-21 m2. Diffusion coefficients of 10-13, 10-14 and  

10-15 m2/s /HER12/ 

A maximal penetration of 0,01 m could be reached after 600 days of reaction in in-

diffusion-experiments, if the maximal diffusion-coefficient of 1*10-13 m2/s is assumed re-

ferred to calculations of /HER 12/. For smaller diffusion-coefficients it needs much more 

time. Consequently it seems not useful to finish in-diffusion experiments yet. As result 

of these findings in-diffusion-experiments have been lately completed to through-

diffusion-experiments. 
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11 Conclusions 

This report presents the work under WP 3 task 2 and WP 5 task 1 performed by GRS 

as part of the European project DOPAS. Works aim to investigate the sealing capacity 

of salt and sorel concrete with respect to geo-chemical long-term safety under condi-

tions in rock salt. 

Saliniferous solutions build if water enters a salt dome. These solutions own the possi-

bility to corrode cement-based sealing materials as salt and sorel concrete. To give a 

predication for the long-term stability of such a sealing element geochemical processes 

need to be well known. Therefore a comprehensive geo-chemical laboratory program 

was carried out. 

Investigations were focused to corrosion of salt and sorel concrete in contact to NaCl- 

and Mg-rich-solutions. Each concrete has been investigated with contact to both solu-

tions in various types of experiments.  

Batch-experiments (section 4.1 and 5.1) were carried out for investigation of equilibra-

tion between concrete and solution. Time for reaching equilibration between a pow-

dered concrete and solution, development of solution composition and development of 

phase composition of concrete have been determined in these experiments. Sorel con-

crete in contact with NaCl-solutions has showed a clear dissolution of stabilizing 3-1-8-

phases. A change in solution composition could contrary to expectations been occu-

pied in contact with Mg-rich-solution. Salt concrete tends to an opposite behaviour and 

is stable in NaCl-solution and corrodes in Mg-rich solution. Batch-experiments have 

confirmed it. 

In advection experiments (section 4.4 and 5.4) corrosion to solid sorel concrete sam-

ples has been investigated. Sorel concrete samples were exposed to an injection pres-

sure of NaCl- respectively Mg-rich-solution at one end face. Flowed through solution 

was selected at the outflowing end face and permeability was calculated by Darcy’s 

law. Results correspond to supervision of batch-experiments: in all sorel concrete sam-

ples which were exposed to NaCl-solution permeability could be detected after seven 

to sixty days and permeability increased clearly. Experiments with Mg-rich-solutions 

have showed no flux over 200 days. Only one sample has had a measureable perme-

ability after circa 50 days but permeability has stayed constant at a small level for next 

200 days. May be this sample has had a well-connected pure system before start of 
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advection experiment. After one year all samples has been flowed through by Mg-rich-

solution but permeability was only measureable in 50 % of samples because mass of 

collected brine was too small for calculation of permeability. Permeability was around 

1*10-19 m2 to 3*10-19 m2. Only the sample which has been flowed through very early has 

showed an increase of permeability. It needs to be clarified if this increase derives from 

process of corrosion or other effects. 

Furthermore advection experiments to combined samples have been executed (com-

pare section 5.4). Permeability measurements of a combined sample of sorel concrete 

surrounded with rock salt have showed that a flowing through with Mg-rich-solution 

generate an increase of permeability resulting from a flow path along the contact zone. 

It is currently not clarified if the flowing path results from corrosion of sorel concrete or 

from dissolution of rock salt. 

Contact zone of a combined sample of salt concrete with rock salt has been closed by 

confining pressure and a flow through of NaCl-solution. Process has been stopped 

when a permeability of 7*10-18 m2 was reached. After a change of solution to Mg-rich-

solution permeability has started to increase but reduced in next time step again. Af-

terwards permeability has stayed constant for a while before it started to increase over 

initial level. Process of closure of the contact zone between salt concrete and rock salt 

in contact to NaCl-solution may be a combined effect of salt creeping and chemical 

processes. Presence of Mg-rich-solution to salt concrete results among others in a pre-

cipitation of brucit which plugs pores for a while and slow down corrosion. At once bru-

cit lowers pH-values which results in dissolution of CSH-phases. Because of dissolu-

tion of CSH-phases concrete is degraded and permeability increases /NIE 14/. Espe-

cially the effect of NaCl-solution in contact to a combined sample of salt concrete and 

rock salt needs to be further investigated. 

Results of diffusion experiments are currently not available because of the very small 

diffusion coefficient of concrete (compare section 4.3, 5.2 and 10).  

A comparison of modelling and experimental results of batch-experiments was execut-

ed. Currently both types of results show the same development of phase and solution 

composition. Indeed gypsum and bischofite are not precipated in modelling. For a bet-

ter fitting between modelling and experiments the database needs to be further 

adapted to calculations with cement-based sealing materials in contact to saliniferous 
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solutions. Additional it seems to be useful to compare results from cascade-

experiments with reaction-path-calculation of PHREEQC (compare section 8). 

In general investigations have confirmed assumptions to corrosion behavior of salt 

concrete in contact to NaCl- and Mg-rich solutions and to sorel concrete in contact to 

NaCl-solutions. But laboratory tests have also raised some questions which need to be 

investigated in further tests. In context to sorel concrete secondary phases which de-

velops after reaction with NaCl-solution are to identify. Additional processes in contact 

with Mg-rich-solution need to be understood. In salt concrete the process of closure of 

the contact zone between concrete and rock salt should be further investigated. Based 

on available results development of modelling corrosions processes must adapted bet-

ter. 
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